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Introduction.
Let fx be an isomorphism which maps a subgroup A of the group G onto a second sub-

group B (not necessarily distinct from A) of G ; then /x is called a partial automorphism of 0.
If A coincides with O, that is if the isomorphism is defined on the whole of G, we speak of a
total automorphism ; this is what is usually called an automorphism of G. A partial (or total)
automorphism fj.* extends or continues a partial automorphism /x if fx* is defined for, at least,
all those elements for which /x is defined, and moreover /x* coincides with /x where fj, is defined.

It is known (2) that any partial automorphism of a group can always be extended to a
total automorphism of a supergroup, and even to an inner automorphism of a supergroup.
Moreover, any number of partial automorphisms can be simultaneously extended to inner
automorphisms of one and the same supergroup. In this paper conditions are investigated
which ensure that two partial automorphisms can be extended to commutative (or permut-
able) automorphisms of a supergroup.

Sufficient conditions are derived in § 2, conditions which are too restrictive to be neces-
sary as well, but which are sufficiently wide to give the following special case as a corollary :

If (j. maps A =G isomorphically onto B=G and if v maps Ocr (? isomorphically onto DczG,
and if

Ar,C=Br.C=ArsD=BrsD = {\},
then fjL and v can be extended to commutative automorphisms /x* and v* of a supergroup G*
oiG.

The principal tool throughout is the free product of two groups with one amalgamated
subgroup.

I am indebted to Dr. B. H. Neumann for his advice and continuous help during the
work.
§ 1. Definitions and Lemmas.

In this paragraph we explain what is meant by an incomplete group, group amalgams,
homomorphism of an amalgam, canonic group, canonic homomorphism and generalized free
products.f We then state Lemma 1 which is proved by Hanna Neumann (3), and prove
some other lemmas which will be required later on.
Definition 1.

An incomplete group is a set of elements with a group operation defined for some pairs of
its elements.

Then we call A an amalgam of groups Gt if A is an incomplete group consisting of the
elements of the groups G( with the product of two elements of A defined if, and only if, they
both lie in (at least) one and the same group Gt. We call Gt the constituent groups of the
amalgam and denote by H(i=HH (i^j) the intersection of Ot and 0}; Htj may contain the
unit element alone.

f These definitions are adopted from a paper under publication by B. H. Neumann and H. Neumann
for the purpose of making this paper self-contained.
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Definition 2.
A homomorphism of an amalgam A into a group P is a mapping <f> of A into P such that

if a and b are two elements of A whose product is denned in A, then

in P.
Definition 3.

We associate with the amalgam A the group P* which is generated by elements

a * = a<j>*

corresponding to the elements a of A ;, with the denning relations

a*b*=c* (1.1)

whenever a* =a<£*, b* = b<j>*, c* =c<£* and

ab = c

in A. We call P* the canonic group of J. and <£* the canonic homomorphism of A.
If the mapping <£* is one-to-one, then we say that P* is the free product of the Qt with

amalgamated subgroups Htj.
Hanna Neumann proved the following lemma (3, Corollary 8.11):

Lemma 1.
Let P be the free product of two groups G± and G2 with an amalgamated subgroup H ;

we use the notation
P = {G1*(?2; H).

Then if Ax and A2 are subgroups of 0± and.Cr2 respectively which have the same intersection
B with H, then they generate in P the free product of Ax and A2 with the amalgamated sub-
group B.

Lemma 2.
Let .

P = {G1*C2; # } ,

and let A1 and >42 be subgroups of 0t and (?2 respectively with A1^H = Ai^H=B as in
Lemma 1. Let

{A1,A2} = Q.

Then Qr,Gi=A{; i = l,2.
Proof:

By Lemma 1 we have
Q={A1*A2; B}.

Choose Tt as a set of left-hand coset representatives of Ai mod B (i = 1, 2). Then a e At is
uniquely expressed in the form

a = tb; teTi, beB.

Assume that 1 e Tt, that is to say, B is to be represented by the unit element. Then for
any q e Q there exists a unique normal form

2 = ̂ *2 ...<n6,

where each t{eT1- {1} or T2 - {1}, beB and if tt e T« then Ti+1 i Ta. We call n the length of q ;
thus w =0 for elements of B and w = 1 for elements of A{ -B.
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Choose St as a set of left-hand coset representatives of Gt mod H such that 8^ Tt. This
is possible because if tmH = tnH (rn^tn ; tm, tn e Tt say), then

Q \ e H,

but ^ . e ^ ! ,

thus t~\eA1r,H = B,

contrary to the assumption that T( is a set of left-hand coset representatives of A{ mod B.
A normal form thus exists in P with respect to St.

Let g eQrs G,.

g as an element in Q has a normal form

but as an element in Gt, it can be written uniquely as

g = Sih, SieSf, hkH.

From the uniqueness of the representation we get

w = l, ^=5,-, b=h.

Thus g = tjb e Ait that is to say,
Q n Gi=At;

but since we obviously have

Q - G&Af,

then Q r^G{=Ai.

This completes the proof.
We mention without proof the following known result (1) :

Lemma 3.
Let ^ be a homomorphism of the amalgam A into a group Q. Then there is a homo-

morphism v of the canonic group P* of A into Q such that

where <f>* is the canonic mapping of A.
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3 we have :

Corollary:
Let G1 and G2 be two groups with V = GX^ G2, and let pt map Gt homomorphically onto

Ht (i = l, 2). Suppose that Ufa^U^— V and that, more precisely, M/i1=M/x2 for all ueU.
Then there exists a homomorphic mapping v of

onto any group P 2 generated by Hx and .ff2 such that H1 r i?2= ^ where v extends ^ and /
simultaneously.
Proof.

For we can take A as the amalgam whose constituent groups are G1 and (?2. P* and
become P1 and P 2 respectively, and the result follows immediately from Lemma 3.
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Lemma 4.
Xet Crx and G2 be two groups with U =G1^,G2 and let fit map Gt isomorphically onto

Hi (i = l, 2). Suppose that P / x ^ £7ju.2 = F a n d that, more precisely, U}ix=Ujx2 for all ueU.
Then there exists an isomorphic mapping of

onto P2 = {Hl*H2; F}, .

which extends ^ and ;u2 simultaneously.

Proo/.
Since Ufj,^ Ufj.2 = F, then by the previous corollary there exists a homomorphic mapping

v of Pj onto P 2 which extends both ^ and /x2, that is to say

Giv = GiH=Hi; t = l , 2 .

Since /zf is an isomorphism, then its inverse j^r1 is an isomorphic mapping of H{ onto G{.

Again since F/x.f 1 ^ F ^ 1 = £7, then by the previous corollary there exists a homomorphic
mapping v of P 2 onto P1 which extends /xfx and p^1 respectively, that is to say

Applying v' to (1.2) we get

where e{ is the identity mapping.
Applying v to (1.3) we get

Thus w' maps Px onto itself and on the constituent groups of P1 it is equal to the identity
mapping. Also v'v maps P 2 onto itself and on the constituent groups of P 2 it is equal to the
identity mapping.

Hence v and v are reciprocal isomorphisms and the lemma follows.

§ 2. Sufficient Conditions.
Denote by A, B, C, D subgroups of a given group 6 and assume that /x maps A iso-

morphically onto B and v maps C isomorphically onto D. Throughout this paragraph :
A, B, C, D, G, fi and v will always retain the same meaning.

For the existence of a group O*=O and two total automorphisms fx* and v* of G* such that
fj*v* =»*^.* and ju,*,- v* extend /x, v respectively one "condition is obviously necessary, namely
the following :
: ' gij.v=gvix,,

whenever gr/̂ i, gv, {gjx) v, (gv) fx are denned, in other words whenever g e A ^C,gfi,eC and gv e A.
Because if 0*, /** and v* exist, then for such an element g we get :

and since ji* commutes with v*, then
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We now show the sufficiency-of certain conditions by proving the following theorem :
Theorem 1.

For the existence of a supergroup (•?*=; G with two commutative inner automorphisms
$ and t extending /x and v respectively, it is sufficient that the following hold :

(A^C)ix=BrsC, (2.1)
{Ar,D)lX=Br,D (2.2)
(Ar,C)v=A~D, .....(2.3)
{Br,C)v=B~D (2.4)

g[xv ^=gvfx, (2.5)

whenever g/x, gv, (gix)v and (gv)p are defined.

Proof.
The proof of this theorem is somewhat long and it will be effected by a number of lemmas.

The main steps in the procedure are these : we take a sequence ..., G_t, Go, Glt ... of copies
of the group G, that is to say a sequence of groups isomorphic to G, and construct certain
free products Pi3- defined inductively for any i<j and for Git Gi+1, ..., Gs with certain amalga- i
mated subgroups. We then prove that in PiS there exi,st two subgroups Qi} and Rtj which are

00

isomorphic under a mapping vtj that extends v. Lastly we form the union U P_n +n and prove

that it contains two subgroups which are isomorphic under a mapping v that extends v, and
that it possesses an automorphism fx* which extends fx, and commutes with v. The proof
will then be completed by applying a theorem due to G. Higman, B. H. Neumann and H.
Neumann (2).

Now take a sequence of groups
..-, G_x, Go, Gv ... ,

each of which is isomorphic to G. Let under a fixed isomorphic mapping y{,

Each group Gt contains subgroups Ait Bit C{, Dit which are the images of A, B,C,D under \
the mapping y8- and possesses two isomorphisms jxt and vt mapping At onto B( and Ct onto \
Dt respectively, such that if

ai=ayi, aeA,

then Of/if = bi if ap — b. In other words,.

Similarly one defines vt to be

If we replace A, B, C, D, /x and v by At, Bu Ciy Dt, ix{ and vt respectively, then they will
satisfy the relations that correspond to (2.1) -,(2.5).

Form the free product of G{ a,nd'Gi+1 amalgamating B(=Gi with Ai+1c=G{+1 as follows •
if

and iiafi=b then we put bt = ai+1. That is to say, the isomorphism underlying the amalgama-
tion is yj" V~V,-+i- yi~ V~V<+i ^s defined on Bu moreover it is the identical mapping on B\.
Call this free product

P {O*G B A }
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We then form the free product of Pti+1 and Oi+2 amalgamating Bi+1t=Pii+1 with Ai+2=Gi+2

according to the isomorphism y^1
1/Lt~1yf+2. Call the product

Pii+1 — {Pii+l * @i+2 j Bi+1
 =Ai+2}.

More generally we define Pti inductively for any i<j in the following way :

Pii+i = {Gi * OM; Bt =Ai+1},

Pn ={Pn-x*Gt ; J H = 4

where J5j_x is amalgamated with At according to the isomorphism yf-i^Yr
We note that we have :

P«=PKk • (2-6)
for any h^i<j^k.
Also by this method of construction Pii+r is isomorphic to Phh+r, in an obvious way, for any
i, h and positive r. This fact will be used later in Lemma 8.

Now we prove that in Pi} the following lemmas are true :
Lemma 5 ."

In Pu+1 the following relations hold :

Ct <-. Bf = Ci+1 r*Ai+i, (2.7)
DtnBt=Di+loAM (2.8)

Proof.
Let at e Ct ̂  Bit

then a^1 e C r^B.

Since at e Bi=Ai+1, that is to say a{ is an amalgamated element,

then a<yrV~1r«+i=af»

thus flW^V e c - B = {C - A)p by (2.1).

Since /x is an isomorphism, then

C<~BtSCi+inAi+1 (2.9)
If, on the other hand,

ai+l e @i+\ " Ai+1,
then

C~B, by (2.1).

Since ai+1 e Ai+1 =Bt, that is to say ai+1 is an amalgamated element, then :

or

thus Ci+1rsAM^Cir,Bi '. (2.10)
(2.9) and (2.10) together give

Ci ̂  B( = Ci+1 ̂  Ai+1,

which proves (2.8). Similarly one proves (2.9), and the lemma follows.
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Lemma 5 and relation (2.6) give the following :

Corollary :

In Pu tlfe following relations hold :

Ct~Bt = CMnAM, (2.11)

Dtr.Bt=DMr,AM, (2.12)
for all t = i, 4 + 1, ..., j - 1.
Lemma 6.

Iihs^.i<js^k and if we denote by Qtj the subgroup o£Phk generated by Cit Ci+V ..., 0, - Q(i,
in particular, is Ct-, and if we similarly denote by Rti the subgroup of Phk generated by
Dit Di+1, ..., Dj -Rti, in particular, is Dt -, then

Proof.
It is sufficient to prove the lemma for Q^, the proof for R{j will be on similar lines.
Now we shall prove by induction that

Qii-l " -^3-1 = Gj " ^J> 1
/

for any i<J . The induction is on j .
For j = i + l we have

Q« ^ -B. = C< ^ Bt

= Ci+1 ^ v4i+1 by Lemma 5.

Thus by Lemma 1, Ct and Ci+1 generate in Pii+1 their free product with the amalgamated
subgroup Cf ̂  Bf:

Qii+l =V^i ^i+1 > Cir,Bi= Gi+1 r-, Ai+1}.

Assume that (2.13) is true for j .
Applying Lemma 2 with Pi}, PiM, Git Bj^, Qu, Qw_1( Gjt Cj^^B^ in the place of P, Glt

G2, H, Q, A1 A%, B respectively we get, because of the first inductive relation of (2.13) :

Qit ^ Gj = Gj.

Intersecting both sides with Bj we get

Qii " Bj = Gj r^Bj

= Cj+inAi+1 by (2.11).

Because of this equation, we can apply Lemma 1, with

-P«+i> Pat Gi+1, Bj, Qiit Cj+1

in the place of
P, Gx, G2, H, Alt A^,

and thus Qu and Ci+1 generate in Pij+1 their free product with the amalgamated subgroup
Cj rs Bj = Ci+1 ^ Aj+1. This completes the proof of Lemma 6.

Lemma 7.
There exists an isomorphic mapping vijt say, of Qu onto Rfi such that vtj extends vit vi+1,

. . . , Vj.
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Proof.
The proof is by induction on j . We first show that in Qii+1 the map by vt of an element

in Ct r. Ci+1 is equal to its map by vi+1. By the construction of Pii+1 we have

intersecting.both sides with Ct r> Ci+1 we get

Ci r-, Ci+1 = Bt rs C( ^ Ci+1

=Ai+1^ Ci+1

= BtnCt by (2.7).

then civi=c(y^\yi€BirsDi, (2.14)

Since Cj is an amalgamated element, then

or CiYi~ ~

Ciy'i1 e B nC, thus applying v to the last equation we get

ciYilv=ciYi+\tLV

= ctyT£lVli by (2.5) (2.16)
But (2.14) and (2.15) give

— \ „!

Substituting in (2.16) we get

Wivr1 =°ivu "•~1'

Thus, according to the rule of amalgamation, we get

CiVi=CiVi+1.

This together with the fact that
(C^BJv^D^Bi,

enables us to apply Lemma 4, thus proving the existence of an isomorphic mapping vi{+1, say,
of Qa+x onto Ru+1 such that vi{+1 extends vi and vi+1.

Suppose that vti maps Qti isomorphically onto Rtj such that vtj extends vu vi+1> ..., v}.
For any element

C e Qij ^ Ci+1,

we get c e Cj r> .Bj = C^+1 ̂  ^.^+1, since by Lemma 6 we have

Qa ^ C3+1 = Cj ̂  £j = Ci+1 n Aj+1.

For such an element o, we proved above that
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i

Since vtj extends v}, that is to say, since j

Cvi = Cvij, |

then ' cvH=cvj+1. \

Thus it is legitimate to apply Lemma 4 which proves the existence ot an isomorphic •;
mapping vij+1, say, of ,

onto Eij+1 = {Ri} * DM ; D^B^ Dj+1 ^ ^ ^ + 1 } , )

which extends vtj and v3+x and thus extends v{, vi+1, . . . , vi+1. This completes the proof of the j
lemma. ]

Now we form j

Define the mapping /** as follows : For any g( e G(, if gty^x =g and gyi+1=gi+1, then we put

in other words, on Git

We prove then the following

Lemma 8.
The mapping /x* generates an automorphism of P* which extends every ^ .

Proof.
That /** generates a mapping of P* onto itself is obvious. I t is also consistent for if

gieGinGi+1=Bi=Ai+1,
and if

then 9r,M*=9ri+i e-B»+

If, on the other hand,

then S'iM*

Since g»f is a n amalgamated element, t hen

a n d

These last three equations together give

Thus gi+1 is to be amalgamated with gi+2. This proves the consistency of /x*
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That /x* generates an automorphism of P* follows from the fact that Pi{+1 is isomorphic
to Pi+u+2 under the mapping generated by yj~V<+i a n ( i Yt+iYi+v

To prove that JJ,* extends every fiit we take an arbitrary element at e Ait then by the defini-
tion of ft* and ^ we get

a{y* =aiyr1yi+1eAi+1,

Since (a{yf Vy») YT V~Vi+i

then by the rule of amalgamation we get

This completes the proof of the lemma.
The group P* contains the subgroups

I t is clear that jit* maps C* onto itself and maps D* onto itself.
Define the mapping v of C* onto D* as follows : for ceC*, that is to say c e Qtj for some

suitable i and j , put

v is thus an isomorphism of 0* onto Z>*, which extends the vt since the v{j does.
I t is clear that for any c* eC*, c*vju* is defined, and since c*/** e C* then c*/u*v is also

defined. Moreover, we have :
Lemma 9. >

for any c* e C*.

Proof.
Let c*=I7ci,

i
Since v extends all the vt then

c*v =

On the other hand,
c*n*v=IIciyj~1yi_t

i
Thus c*?/i* =c*/i*i>, and the lemma follows.
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Now form the group generated by P* and an element s, call this group

and define
s-ip*s =p*p* for all p* eP* ;

a thus induces an inner automorphism of P.
Equation (2.17) then translates into

s"1 (c*v) s = (a~1c*s) v,

that is, the inner automorphism s commutes with the partial automorphism v.

If we, moreover, define
Sv=8,

then v becomes an isomorphism of

onto 'D = {D*,S},

and it also commutes with s.
At this stage we mention a theorem proved by G. Higman, B. H. Neumann and H.

Neumann (2, Theorem 1), namely, the following
Theorem 2.

Let fi be an isomorphism of a subgroup A of a group G onto a second subgroup B of G.
Then there exists a group H containing G, and an element t of H, such that the transform by t
of any element of A is its image under /J, :

fxat = fljU. for all aeA. ;

Applying this theorem with v, C, D, P taking the place of p, A, B, G respectively, we can ;
embed P in a group

G*={P,t} i
such that i

t~Ht = cv for any ceC^ (2.18) ]

that is to say t induces an inner automorphisln of G which extends v and thus extends v. \
Putting c =s in (2.18) we get j

t St == Sv i

= s by definition. j
Thus s and t commute and G* has the required properties. This completes the proof of j
Theorem 1. • j

Remark. We note that conditions (2.1)-(2.4) of Theorem 1 are not necessary; for if J
we take the subgroups A, B, C, D of G such that I

}, B=D, Ar,B~{\), j
and take v to be the same mapping as /x, then the conclusion of the theorem is known to be :
valid (by Theorem 2), although (A r-. D)fj.^B ^ D.

A special case of Theorem 1 is the following : !
Corollary: j

Sufficient for /x and v to be extendable to two commutative inner automorphisms of one j
and the same group is that j

For then equations (2.1)-(2.5) will be trivially satisfied.
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